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AGGIE ROYALTY:

By Alison Berg
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

Nearly every morning for 25 years, John Cock-

ett’s ‘96 Toyota Camry made the 45 minute trip

A LOVE STORY

from Mendon, Utah to Malad High School, just
across the state line in Idaho. Cockett spent

those 25 years in various administrative roles,
including 14 years as a principal, and moon-

lighted as the school’s basketball coach. At the

end of each day — sometimes in the afternoon,
sometimes late into the evening — Cockett and
the vehicle would make the return trip to their
home on the west end of Cache Valley.

During those same years, Noelle Cockett

soared through the ranks of the College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences at Utah State

University. She first climbed the ladder from

assistant professor to associate professor, then
full professor to dean to research director to
university provost. Finally, in 2016, she settled

into the wooden office with sparkling glass

windows on the southeast end of Champ Hall
and became USU’s first female president.

Through the increasing demands of the cou-

ple’s respective careers and the addition of
their two children to the family, Noelle and

John Cockett have built their relationship on a
a commitment to spending quality time with
each other and a love of the outdoors.
River of love

The Middle Fork of the Salmon River is a 104-

mile long whitewater tributary that runs
through the middle of the River of No Return
Wilderness in central Idaho. It was on that river, during a rafting trip in 1988, John and Noelle realized they were in love.

The Cockett’s love story started four years ear-

lier on another river near Oregon State Univer-

sity. Noelle was in a raft, John was in a kayak,

and their mutual friend Paul suggested the
see “Love Story” PAGE 2

PHOTO COURTESY OF The Cockett family
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Mixed feelings about the athletics fee increase
body, and I encourage all students to keep an
open mind with regards to needs-based fees.
Remember, this is an investment in the future
of our university.

providing the tools necessary for our 400+ student-athletes to be successful in the classroom,
on the fields of competition, and ultimately in
the game of life.”

between the $0.00-and $8.00 possible range and
I would refute that is a good compromise for students.That being said, I can’t fault anyone on the
board to sticking to their opinions even if it is
contrary to what I believe is right for the student
body. That’s the great thing about a representative government right? Sometimes you fall on
the side of the vote—and sometimes your ballot
is at odds with the decision at hand.

Michael Scott Peters
USUSA President
“I support the three proposed fees on a needs
basis for Utah State University.
With respect to Athletics, I believe it is essential we look at the bigger picture and understand the important role that our athletic
programs play for students, faculty, and alumni. John Hartwell and Coleman Barnes expressed, “Our number one goal is to graduate
student athletes.” The top priorities for the $8
increase were to help cover scholarships, travel, guarantees, recruiting, game expenses, and
medical. In other words, this is a way for students to help other students with a promise
from Coleman to “do more with less.” I was
encouraged to hear that this fee would provide greater support to teams like gymnastics,
softball, and cross country to travel to competitions they would not normally have the opportunity to attend. I appreciate the transparency and responsiveness our athletics
administrators have provided to our student

“Love Story” FROM PAGE 1
three rent a living space together for the upcoming fall semester.

At the time, Noelle was in Corvallis working

on her PhD in animal science while John was
still in the process of earning his undergraduate
degree. The two lived with Paul and saw each
other frequently elsewhere on campus — No-

elle played rugby and John played lacrosse —
when, in 1984, Noelle took John to a local

steakhouse for their first date. Four years later
John returned the favor when he proposed at a

similar steakhouse along the Klamath River.
Later that year, the two were married in Park

Travis Dowdle
John Hartwell
“While we are grateful to the Student Fee
Committee for the $1.94 per semester increase
approved for the Student Athletic Fee, we are
disappointed that the $8.00 increase we requested was turned down. The increase is the
first increase in the Student Athletic Fee since
FY2016, and represents a 1.4% increase. We
believe that Intercollegiate Athletics is such a
vital component of the overall student experience on our campus, and would hope that our
student body supports that notion through
their attendance at our various athletic contests and the continued support of our Student
Athletic Fee. Athletics will continue to be responsible stewards of this revenue source by

Unfortunately I feel that many members of
USUSA are out of touch with the general student populace as a whole. I feel that I failed both
my constituents and the overall student body by
allowing any athletics fee to pass (even if it was
just a “meager” $1.94). I’m of the opinion that
many student leaders do not recognize that fee’s
will NEVER be taken back, reduced, or even
have strict oversight placed upon them. Once
they are passed they are they new normal—and
unfortunately we just give the athletics department a $72,000 increase to their “new normal”.
It frustrates me greatly that this fee passed at all,
and I will have it noted that I motioned two
times during the meeting for the fee to be increased $0.00. There were talks after the meeting
of the $1.94 increase being a fair compromise

schedules will alleviate much. John gave up

Mendon home.

years ago to take a position as the technology

“There’s been a lot of Friday nights just I’ll pick

Education and Human Services at USU, but the

both might enjoy, and that’s a Friday night.”

USU Athletics Director

the hour-and-a-half round trip about three
director in the Emma Eccles Jones College of

husband and wife rarely see each other on

Though the couple is nearing the stage of life

where they’ll be left with an empty nest — their
son, Dylan, is now 22 and their daughter, Chantelle, is 17 — it’s not likely that their busy

“If we’re home, we’re home,” Noelle said.

up the pizza, John figures out what movie we
Though most of the time the couple spends to-

campus.

gether is relaxing at home, they agreed short

time they do have together is meaningful.

quick, weekend trip to Switzerland the couple

Both Cocketts say their key is to ensure the

but plentiful vacations are valuable — like a

Chelsea Yoshikawa
USUSA Diversity VP
“In terms of whether I’m pleased with the
outcome, it’s tough to say! Athletics receives
such a large fee from students already. And
with more money, requires both responsibilities. I’d love to see more money be put into
athletics to help aid an increase of women and
minorities within the athletics department. I
believe an increase of athletics performance
would help USU as a whole, but unfortunately
with fee increases there’s no way to guarantee
where money will be spent!”

Some evenings, the couple will settle in with

some good books, another one of their shared

passions. Their definition of what constitutes a
good book differs, however.

“She’ll come home from the library with a

stack of novels maybe six or eight books high,”

John said. “I’m more of a reader of technical
journals.”

The Cocketts’ family life isn’t always quiet

reading time or weekend trips to Eu-

There’s been a lot of Friday nights
just I’ll pick up the pizza, John figures
out what movie we both might enjoy,
and that’s a Friday night.

rope, however. It took a significant

amount of communication to raise their
children with their busy careers.
“It’s a tag team,” John said.

Most days, the two would check in

— Noelle Cockett

City.

Time is love

USUSA Science Senator

“We don’t get a lot of time, so we really have

to make those times count,” John said.

Since Noelle began serving as president, their

quality time together has transitioned from go-

ing out in the evenings to relaxing in their

left for on Friday, where they met with an Aggie

sometime during the afternoon to coordinate dinner and other evening plans.

“We call it dividing and conquering,” John

alumnus living near the Geneva River.

said.

said. “You want to really schedule in time

quently happened late at night after games. He

“It’s more quality time than quantity,” John

where we have time for each other.”

As a basketball coach, John’s commute fre-

often found himself shoveling snow around the

Camry, scraping ice off of its windows, facing

more snow on his way home, and then doing it
all over again the next morning.

Meanwhile, Noelle was often booked in meet-

ings with researchers, alumni and other univer-

sity officials while she worked as dean of the

College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences,
and then as university provost.

“Definitely a tag team,” Noelle agreed.
Worldwide love

That “very special river” in central Idaho and

the other rivers like it that these outdoor enthu-

siasts frequent have become a core component

of the Cocketts’ lives. The outdoor activities,

Noelle said, are a type of capstone at the center
of their marriage and their family.

“I’m fairly physical and I enjoy doing physical

things,” Noelle said, smiling as she pointed to

photos of the couple rafting with their children.

“It just really appealed to me and John has always enjoyed water. So I think I was like ‘Wow,

this is really something I could enjoy’ and I

think John wanted someone that he could enjoy it with.”

The family makes an effort to take a rafting

trip at least once a summer where they can be

“unplugged from email and whatnot for a long,

long time.” Many times in the past, the family

has found itself rafting the Colorado River

through the middle of the Grand Canyon, a

prime location to escape the stresses of work
PHOTO COURTESY OF The Cockett family

see “Love Story” PAGE 3
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and appreciate nature.

The Grand Canyon trip nearly ended in trage-

dy in 2009, however, when Noelle thought she

had lost her entire family for a horrifying moment.

John and Dylan, then just 14-years-old, took

one raft through the rapids without a problem,

culminating in an exhilarating ride over the
legendary Lava Falls. The two secured the raft
and hiked back up, where they met Noelle and
Chantelle to take the second raft down.

In retrospect, John said, he was “a little too

cocky,” thinking “it was a piece of cake.”

As the young family stepped into the second

raft, a violent rapid swept over them, causing
the raft to flip. Noelle was pushed onto a small

rock nearby, but her contacts had flushed out
and she was unable to see her husband or her
children. She began to panic when she finally

caught sight of her two children, safely with
John.

The memory is a constant reminder to be care-

ful, but it hasn’t curbed their enthusiasm for
the world. When the weather isn’t suitable for

rafting, Noelle and John enjoy skiing at Beaver

Mountain and various resorts in Park City,
which the two consider a “second home.”

Another favorite vacation spot is Hawaii,

where the Cocketts used to visit as many as

three or four times a year. Over time, it became
a tradition for the family to take a photo at the
same spot on Makaha Beach each visit.

Each trip, though, eventually brings them

back to “the spot where the sagebrush grows.”

As Noelle’s time has become more structured

with her presidential position, the couple has
made an effort to attend more evening, on-cam-

pus occasions together, ranging from athletic

events to research seminars. For the Cocketts,
that quality time and the shared interests are
crucial to keep the fire burning.

Though the couple rarely sees each other on

campus, every once in awhile their paths cross
and still, after all these years, Noelle said, “it’s

kind of a buzz to see him walking down the
hall.”

PHOTO BY Megan Nielson

@alison__berg

Valentine’s Buffet
February 14th from 5pm to 9:30pm
-PRIME RIB
-SHRIMP COCKTAIL
-ROAST TURKEY
-SALMON
-BLUEBBIRD CHICKEN
-CHICKEN CORDON
BLEU
-

-STIR-FRY
-AU-GRATIN POTATOES
-MASHED POTATO
-SALAD BAR
-SODA
-DESSERT

KIDS 20% OFF

91 N MAIN//435-752-3155

ONLY
$23.99
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STUDENT LIFE

The origins of Valentine’s Day

Popping the
question:
Five things to prepare
before proposing on
Valentintes Day
By Neshamah Weiss
STUDENT LIFE COPY EDITOR

Congratulations! So you’re thinking of

getting engaged? Here are some things to do
before you pop the question.

Make sure you and your spouse have dis-

cussed getting married. It’s super fun to pull

off a surprise proposal, but you want to make
sure it’s not such a shock that they say no.
Determine whether you want to go ring

GRAPHIC BY Megan Nielsen

Lupercalia. The festival remained a custom

By Shelby Black
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

for a few more years, but was eventually

Valentine’s Day wasn’t always full of choc-

olates and flowers. The day of love that is

celebrated Feb 14 is based on several legends
and traditions.

Dr. Eliza Rosenberg, a Utah State University

history professor of religious studies, was

able to shed some light on how Valentine’s
Day came to be.

“It’s complicated,” she said. “When you trace

the history of holiday there are never any

straight lines. It’s a tangled web. There are
strands that are broken then pick up again

and cross over. What we know as Valentine’s
Day is patched together.”

According to History.com and Rosenberg,

the first known origins of a Valentine’s Day
celebration come from Ancient Rome. In

mid-February, Romans would celebrate a festival of fertility known as Lupercalia. It was

said if women touched the hides of sacrificed

goats, they would experience fortune and fertility in the coming year. It was a celebration
full of revelry and sparked controversy with
emperors and popes.

Roman Emperor Augustus began to claim

that the celebration was too immoral for the

people. It wasn’t until the 490 A.D. that Pope
Gelasius first expressed negativity towards

named “unchristian” by the Pope.

“Pope Gelasius complaining about Luperca-

lia would be similar to having a modern day
bishop express distaste towards Halloween

costumes, but not really do anything to stop
the holiday,” Rosenberg said.

In the middle ages, legends of a Saint

Valentine began to appear. Legends from that
time period believed Saint Valentine was a
bishop during Roman times. According to

emerged. People began believing that on Feb
14 there was a “parliament of the birds.”

Legend said that on that day, birds gathered

together in a parliament to decide who their
mates would be, Rosenberg said. It was a

giant love bird party. Birds were believed to
be a symbol of faith, fidelity, and love.

In the 1700s it was popular for the nobility

and rich to practice exchanging gifts on Saint
Valentine’s day. They would give extravagant
gifts to their family, friends and lovers.

In the 1800s, English and American printing

legend, the Romans were constantly waging

press companies realized they could make a

Valentine was opposed to.

using their printing presses to create nice

war and conquering other lands, which Saint
At the time, Emperor Claudius did not allow

married men to be in the army, believing

that single men were better soldiers. As part
of his opposition Saint Valentine performed

profit from Saint Valentine’s Day. They began
stationary and cards for people to send to

their loved ones on this day, a custom is still
practiced today.

Although Valentine’s Day is shrouded in

many secret marriages to get men out of the

much legend and stories, its theme of ex-

peror ordered him to stop and was martyred

the test of time.

army. He kept practicing this after the emfor it.

A historical problem with this legend is that

Valentine was a very popular Latin name,

Rosenberg said. This means there could have
been more than one Saint Valentine.

One of them must have died on Feb 14, she

said, and the people began commemorating
that day as Saint Valentine’s day.

Around the 1300s a different legend

pressing love for someone else has survived

shopping together. If she wants to go with

you, it makes choosing much easier, but takes
away from the surprise. If you go alone there
are definitely more things to be aware of.

Learn her ring size. If you’re close with some

of her friends or family ask them — they’ll

probably know. If not grab one of her rings,

let her think she’s lost it and take it with you
to the jewlers. There’s nothing that sucks

more than not being able to wear your ring
after getting engaged.

Learn her style. If getting engaged is on her

mind, it’s likely that she’ll have some rings

on her Pinterest or will have told some of her
girlfriends what she likes. A ring is a large
and expensive investment, so it has to be
something you both will love forever.

Pick a place. Pick somewhere sentimental to

both of you. Whether it’s where you had your
first date or where you were when you knew
she was the ‘one,’ where you get engaged is

the start to your future as husband and wife
and should be important.

If important to her, get her parent’s per-

“It goes back to basic human impulse.

We like to form relationships and we like
holidays. Valentines Day plays on these

sentiments. Throw chocolate in the mix and

mission. Whether her parents approve could
make or break the engagement.
—neshamah4918@gmail.com

you have a holiday that everyone will enjoy
celebrating,” Rosenberg said.

—shelby.black@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbsterblack

Dating easy and cheap
Low-key date ideas for those in casual relationships
By Shelby Black
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

offer group discounts.

restaurants that offer good deals. Cafe Sabor

date to the bowling alley and compete for

for just $15.

Bowling is another classic activity. Take a

Going on dates is a popular social activity

for young adults. While some couples are in
serious relationships, others prefer dating

casually. For those who are afraid of commitment or don’t want to break the bank, it can
be hard to plan what to do. Here are a few
casual date ideas to do in Cache Valley.

the best score. Take advantage of the $2.50

drive up the canyon for plenty of fun date

nis. City courts are always free to use. There

or the Crimson Trail. Another fun outdoor

Another sporty and cheap date idea is ten-

are even tennis courts on campus that are
free for students to play.

UGroup
RG
H I forGa H
LANDER
datesH
are a &
great option
cheap,
avoid awkward one-on-one conversation and

spend time with friends. Some activities even

fun idea is to have a group date and make

personal pizzas. Everyone gets to be creative
and have an awesome meal too. For those

t Apartments

• Living Room
looking to eat out for dinner, there are some

om and Bathroom

• No Parking Hassles
• Air Conditioning

ed

• Wireless Internet

IGHLANDER

• TV, DVD
• Single Student Apartments
en Facilities

• Across the Street from Campus
• Private Bedroom and Bathroom
• Living Room
• Desk,CALL
Bed &
Bookcase in each
FORMATION
DENNIS
• No Parking Hassles
Bedroom
• Air Conditioning
• for
Fully
cations
NextFurnished
School Year and Summer
• Wireless Internet
• Laundry in each Apartment
• TV, DVD

NIS

ideas. Two popular hikes include Wind Caves
activity is hammocking. Setting up hammocks
in the trees and just swinging around is a

EDINBURGH

relaxing activity for all. In the canyon, there
is also rock climbing, snowshoeing, picnics
and bonfires.

—shelby.black@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbsterblack

EDINBURGH & HIGHLANDER Best of the Best

ookcase in each Bedroom
Bookcase

ch Apartment

Great outdoors is always free. Take a short

Tuesdays at the Cache Valley Fun Park.

Save money and make dinner together. A

hnoncommittal
e B e s tdate. It allows the couple to

on Fridays and Saturdays have fajitas for two

710 North 700 East

EDINBURGH

EDINBURGH

710 North 700 East

710 North 700 East

HIGHLANDER

HIGHLANDER

HIGHLANDER
720 North
700 East
720 North 700 East

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modern Kitchen Facilities
Cable TV
Living Room
No Parking Hassles
Air Conditioning
Wireless Internet
TV, DVD Player

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL DENNIS
(435)770-2326
Accepting Applications for Summer and Next School Year
720 North 700 East
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Swipe right for a match
these cases, we found these individuals had

By Dillan Passmore
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

at least one photo highlighting their tat-

too(s). 19 percent of our sample fell into this

Editor’s note: Dillan Passmore is a student life

category.

staff writer who created a male Tinder profile
for the purpose of categorizing the types of

The Adventurer:

people who use the dating app. Passmore used

These are people that “like going on ad-

a technique called quantitative research analy-

ventures” and will say so in their bio. They

sis, which looks for key phrases and images to

will generally have a couple pictures of them

quantify information.

hiking or doing something outdoorsy with

their friends. People in the category were also

Tinder seems to be a legitimate form of

likely to use the phrase “Dance like nobody’s

meeting people, especially if you’re like most

watching.”

people, and too afraid actually put yourself

10 percent of the sample are these self

out there. In light of Valentine’s Day coming

described adventurers.

up, and the impending loneliness associated
with being single on that day, Tinder seems

Molly Mormon:

like a good option.

Of course, pulling from a sample from an

This article aims to introduce Tinder to

area with such a large population of members

someone who is a novice in the world of app-

of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

based dating. Moreover, reading this article

Saints, we would imagine we would get some

will help new Tinder users brace themselves

of these. These are people whose identity as

for the various users they will come across as

a member of the LDS church and center their

they start swiping.

Tinder profile around it. Generally they will

Tinder is a location-based social media app,

tell you that they’re LDS, what mission they

mostly used for dating and hookups. Users

served in, how much they love their family,

create profiles complete with pictures and

their commitment to chastity, etc. They will

short bios, which are subsequently liked

also have pictures in front of temples or from

(swiped right) or disliked (swiped left). If

their missions. 14 percent are these Molly

two users like each other, they are matched

Mormons.

and can now chat with one another.

The likelihood of this type of Tinder user be-

Needless to say, there is a whole myriad of

ing engaged in a month and married in three

people on Tinder.

is very high. If you’re interested in meeting

Instead of using already existing research,

more Molly Mormons: hit up Mutual.

I decided I wanted to discover the types of

people on Tinder myself. I, along with two of

“Send Memes, Not Nudes”:

my friends, Mike Wells and Spencer Peterson,

Meme culture has made its way to Tinder.

started by creating a falsified Tinder account.

Individuals in this category will often use a

We put up a photograph of a mutual friend

meme as one of their pictures. As far as bios

and wrote one sentence on for the bio, “I am

go, expect “Office” quotes, references to Pepe

a nerd.”

All of us, being previous Tinder users, wrote

GRAPHIC BY Holley Stringham

down basic categories we felt like people
would fall into.

We then started swiping and examining the

different profiles, taking note of key phrases,
number and types of photographs, etc.

Profiles were examined with the following

setting: we were interested in women 18-25

years old and within a 50 mile radius. Over-

The Nerd:
To fall into this category, users had to use

the phrase, “I’m a nerd” in their bios. 10 percent of the sample fell into this category.

This phrase was generally proceeded with or

appeared after a long list of “nerd” activities.

all, we reviewed 130 Tinder profiles.

Examples include Doctor Who, Harry Potter,

information from bios took the leading role in

football. Based on our research, these are the

Pictures were secondary or supporting infor-

sages if you mention something about their

Upon reviewing the separate accounts,

computers, reading and a general disdain for

People would usually have something else
in their bio, but either the majority of the

bio was about dogs or they had at least one
picture with a dog in it. 13 percent of the
sample fell into this category.

They weren’t on Tinder for dates, they were

just there for the dogs.

They’re a mystery:
These are the people who’s bio is non-exis-

determining what category individuals fell in.

type of people that will only respond to mes-

tent and only seem to have one photo. The

mation in categorizing. Some people listed a

nerdy interests.

be fairly attractive, but it’s hard to determine

in multiple categories, at this junction, we

Potter more than they’ll ever love you.

couple or several phrases which placed them
placed them in a category based on the first
phrase used in the bio.

Here are the Seven People you meet on

Tinder:

They’re nice, but will always love Harry

Something…Something…Dogs:
If the phrase “If you have a dog, we’ll be

friends,” or “Doggos are my favos” was used,
people automatically fell into this category.

or Ugandan Knuckles, or just a bio they stole
from a meme-ified tinder profile. 9 percent
are meme junkies.

Other interesting findings:
The average number of pictures in a Tinder

profile was five. With one being the lowest
and six being the highest.

19 percent of people didn’t fall into the sev-

en categories we wrote about. The categories
we didn’t talk about include: Here for coitus,
way out of your league, “No thanks, I have
a boyfriend,” friend runs tinder, and basic

one picture they do have makes them out to

white girl.

if these types of people are either simply pri-

ceptable to use a picture from their Snapchat

vate people or catfish bots meddling in your
love life.

We speculate that 6 percent of our sample

were Russian Tinder bots.

“Did I mention my Tattoos?”:
People in this category made some reference

to tattoos, generally instructing users who
didn’t like tattoos to swipe left. They also
usually stated the number of tattoos they

had, what those tattoos are, and that they

32 percent of our sample believed it was ac-

as one of their pictures.

87 percent of those snapchat photos were of

them using the dog filter.

14 percent of people in our sample made

some reference to having children.

We hope this article will help you as you try

to navigate through amazing world of Tinder.
Happy Swiping!

—Dillan.passmore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@DirtyGhettoPass

“aren’t done” and plan on getting more. In

Guitars-Ukuleles-Drums & More

14%

Off
Off entire
entire purchase
purchase
w/
w/ student
student ID
ID
Now
Now through
through 2/17
2/17

PHOTO BY AUTUMN DUNDA
Tinder is a location-based social media app used for dating and hook-ups. Users can look through profiles, then swipe right. to match

ksmmusic.com// 435-753-6813 //5o W 400 N Logan
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SPORTS

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
USU sophomore guard Kobe McEwen puts down a dunk against Boise State in a 71-65 Aggie win Saturday night. McEwen scored 23 points in the game. This was McEwen’s tenth 20+ point game this season.

Aggies down top-ranked Broncos
USU defeats Boise State for the first time in three years with a 71-65 victory on Saturday

By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

It had been over three years since Utah State

had last beaten Boise State.
Drought over.

Sophomore guard Koby McEwen scored 23

points on 9-14 shooting, adding a dagger of a

3-pointer with 1:08 remaining in the game as
USU beat the visiting Broncos 71-65. McEwen
also led the Aggies with five assists in the
game.

“Overall, I think we played a really good

game,” McEwen said. “We fought hard all 40
minutes. We didn’t have a doubt that we were

going to win this game. I’m happy for my guys,
and I’m happy for Aggie nation for beating the
number one team in the league.”

Sophomore guard Diogo Brito added a ca-

reer-high 16 points for the Aggies, adding
three assists and three rebounds. Sophomore
guard Sam Merrill added 12 points, while ju-

nior forwards Dwayne Brown Jr. and Quinn
Taylor added 10 and eight points, respectively.
“We’re getting better, a little tougher,” said

USU head coach Tim Duryea. “I like the way

our guys are thinking and their confidence. We
talked before the game about getting to the

end of the game and not having (Boise State)
believe they’re going to win more than we be-

lieve we’re going to win… A lot of belief on

ing when a 3-pointer from Merrill put USU up

below Nevada.

Boise State blitzed USU early in the game, us-

Hutchison, McEwen buried the 3-point dagger

team in the conference. “I think this whole

“Those were probably the shots of the game,”

team. We all have great talent. We all have

our guys’ part.”

ing an 8-0 run to take a 12-4 lead at the
15-minute mark of the first half. Twice, Utah

61-56. Following a pair of free throws from
with 1:08 remaining.

State trimmed the Broncos’ lead to two points,

Duryea said. “Those are the kind of shots those

to maintain the lead throughout the first half,

of years.”

but each time Boise State staved off the Aggies

heading into the intermission with a 34-27

two kids hit and have hit for us the last couple
Boise State set up a full court press to extend

“It feels good,” Brown said of beating the top

league is capable of being the league-leading

great teams and great coaches. It’s all just cer-

tain people’s nights and certain people’s days.
It’s basketball.”

Utah State’s schedule doesn’t get any easier,

lead.

the game, but USU was able to break the press

though, as USU will travel to face off against

Utah State and MW Player of the Year-candi-

Brito to close out the game.

to face the now-league leading Nevada Wolf-

The second half became a battle between

date Chandler Hutchison of Boise State.

twice for a pair of dunks from McEwen and
“In this series, it seems every game goes

Hutchison scored the first seven points for

down to the wire,” Duryea said. “I was asked

28 for the entire game to lead all scorers. The

was and all I could think was ‘finish’. We’ve

BSU, tallying 20 points in the second half and
contributions for USU, however, came from
everywhere. Each of McEwen, Merrill, Brito,

Brown Jr., and Taylor tallied six or more points
in the second half.

“We knew we had to stick through, fight, and

make plays,” Brown said. “Also on the defensive end, we couldn’t just make offensive

been in this situation a lot with (Boise State)

tice hard. Be the same team we were tonight.”

where with three or four minutes to go, it’s

lead larger than four points until 2:08 remain-

All players and coaches knew the magnitude

of Saturday night’s victory, but also under-

plays on the defensive end and we made a

and there still remains plenty of work.

of finishing. Tonight, we did. We made some
couple of big shots.”

The win brought Utah State to 14-12 on the

ings. At 7-6 in MW play, USU stands only a

ginning a stretch where neither team built a

some humility. Get back in the gym and prac-

anybody’s game. We haven’t done a good job

locked in.”

The Aggies took the lead on a McEwen dunk

“Can’t get cocky, can’t get cocky,” Brown said.

“We have to play with composure, play with

season and moved the Aggies into sole posses-

at the 12-minute mark of the second half, be-

pack on Saturday at the Spectrum.

before the game what the most important key

plays. We were down the majority of the game

until about 12 minutes left. We just had to stay

New Mexico on Wednesday before returning

sion of sixth place in the Mountain West stand-

half game outside of a three-way tie for third
place between UNLV, Fresno State, and Wyo-

ming. The loss dropped Boise State out of the
top spot in the conference, moving a half game

stood that the end goal is still yet to be reached

“I love playing on this team,” McEwen said,

“because everyone is never satisfied. All of us
are always in the gym working.”

Tipoff at New Mexico is set for 7 p.m. on

Wednesday night.

@thegranddanny
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Hockey keeps rolling
Aggies make their case for a top-two ranking
with final rankings coming out Wednesday
his defensemen.

By Jason Walker
SPORTS EDITOR

“It’s really awesome,” Eccles said of Higgs’ re-

With an automatic bid to the ACHA nationals

potentially on the line, Utah State needed a

strong performance in their two games against
BYU and Weber State. And they got just that.

The Aggies outscored both of their opponents

by a combined score of 12-4 — the Cougars

9-3 Friday and the Wildcats 4-1 on Saturday.
The two wins extended the team’s winning
streak to nine games, with the last loss happening on Jan. 13.

Such a streak has been extremely timely as

the Aggies needed a strong stretch to push
them back into the top two in the ACHA West
region after dropping as low as No. 4 follow-

ing a shaky start coming out of the holiday
break. Getting into the top two would give

Utah State an automatic spot at nationals in
Columbus, Ohio.

USU’s defense has been lock-down during the

streak, allowing their opponents to shoot just
25.8 shots per game and giving up a mere 1.4

goals per game and recording two shutouts.
Against BYU and Weber State, they allowed a
combined 46 shots.

“The defense is playing phenomenal,” goal-

keeper Austin Willenborg said. “All the goal-

ies, the defensemen, the forwards coming
back, backchecking, we’re doing everything
right right now and we need to keep it going
through the playoffs.”

Not only has the defense been shutting down

opposing scoring opportunities, they’ve been
creating some of their own. Defenseman Da-

e
.vid Higgs has scored eight goals in his last sev-

en games with two games where he scored

two goals.

“I got told by the coaches to shoot more and

they just started going in,” Higgs said. “I’m
just kind of riding a hot streak right now, trying to do my best.”

cent form on offense. “Because now instead of
them having to worry about the three for-

wards, there’s a defenseman there that can put
it in. Gavin [Lubin] has had some success as
well so when you got two defensemen that are

very active that are two-way players — not
only are they defensive, but also offensive — it
just put more pressure on the other teams.”

Following the drop from No. 2 to No. 4, the

Aggies have responded well and done every-

thing they can to get back to their previous
standing.

“I think we did everything within our control

to position ourselves for No. 2,” Eccles said.

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Utah State has won its last two games against BYU and Weber State by a combined score of 12-4. USU will host Weber State for senior night
Saturday at 7 p.m.

Two new school records

for track and field team
with times of 4:50.15 and 4:50.64.

“We probably need a little luck with the com-

By Lauren Lomeli
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

playing right now but we did everything that I

This weekend Utah State track and field broke

puter and a little luck with the teams that are

In Albuquerque, the women’s 4×400 relay

team posted the seventh fastest time in Aggie

thought we needed to, the boys stepped up

two school records, with senior distance runner

history with a finishing time of 3:44.34, placing

That luck may have materialized already for

pushing onward with outstanding individual

For the men, freshman distance runner Stok-

Colorado, lost their game on Saturday 2-1 to

Maggard participated in the Iowa State Classic

personal-best of 8:29.93, while junior Kody

the result of that game was clear, Higgs said

The senior came in second place, just crossing

take fourth and fifth places with times of

“I don’t see how they keep us out of No. 2,”

cross country individual national champion, in

In the men’s shot put, senior David Hirschmann

how our team’s played, I think we’ve only lost

Maggard shatter the school record by nearly 24

put him in fourth.

there’s no way we’re not in second place at

Mountain West history and is the only Aggie to

Nampa, Idaho, senior Kelsey Yamauchi-Richins

The only setbacks since the start of 2018

this past weekend, Maggard owns the indoor

time in 17:12.93, just above equal senior Jackie

3,000 (7:52.99) and now the 5,000.

18:24.80.

count toward final results in ACHA D2). Their

tional, Brenn Flint yet again set the school’s

ney Skabelund attempted her first try at the

30-6-2 record for the season as a whole. The

ters. Flint has become the only woman Aggie to

Bailey Maseda, a freshman, was Utah State’s

10 a.m.

and has done it already three times previously

11.34m.

and responded well.”

Dillon Maggard and junior thrower Brenn Flint

them in sixth.

Utah State. The current no. 2 team, Northern

seasons.

ton Smith took first in the 3,000-meter with a

the University of Colorado. But even before

in Ames, Iowa, running the 5,000-meter race.

Gould and sophomore Luke Beattie set PR’s to

the Aggies deserved a top-two ranking.

the line one second behind the 2017 NCAA

8:38.69 and 8:34.77.

Higgs said. “With how our goalies played and

a school-record time of 13:40.59. Not only did

made a new PR with a throw of 17.62 meters to

in this second semester two games total,

seconds, he set the second fastest time in

least. I believe we’ve done enough.”

run this distance in under 14 minutes. After

took the 5,000-meter title with a personal-best

have been a 5-4 loss to Colorado and a 4-4 tie

track and field records in the mile (4:01.25),

Heaps, who took second with a time of

USU lost but regular season shootouts do not

While in Albuquerque at the Don Kirby Invita-

to Dakota College (a shootout was played that

At the Saturday-only Bronco Challenge in

Freshman and winner of the long jump, Whit-

official record since January is 12-1-1 with a

shot put record with another shot of 16.53 me-

event this season with a jump of 5.49 meters.

final rankings will be revealed Wednesday at

surpass 16-meter mark in the indoor shot put,

top finisher in the triple with a personal-best of

this season.

In the men’s category, junior James Withers

Also running at the Iowa State Classic was se-

snatched first in the 5,000, finishing in

e

the 800-meter race in a time of 1:48.44. The

jump in the field games with a distance of

e

places second in all-time school history, only

Sam Nelson cleared a 5.00-meter height to win

.

Olympian Mark Enyeart.

,

Cierra Simmons earned top-five all-time USU

Aggies’ head coach Jon Eccles has been

-@thejwalk67

nior sprinter Clay Lambourne, taking sixth in

14:37.22. Junior Leaugen Fray won the long

g

time sets as a personal best for Lambourne and

7.31m, while fellow junior and pole vaulter

-

behind NCAA national champion and former

the event and tie his PR.

pleased with the two-way nature of some of
p

Both senior Tylee Newman-Skinner and junior

marks with taking 16th and 17th in the mile

t

Utah State will be back in action at the 2018

Mountain West Indoor Championships taking
place Thursday through Sunday, Feb. 22-24 in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

g

-

Valentine’s Day is Wednesday February 14!

.

What will you give her this Valentine’s Day?

h

-

e

-

d

,

s

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Utah State freshman forward Keegan O’Brien in Saturday’s 4-1 win over Weber State.

n

This story was sponsored by S.E. Needham.

Do you feel that you have seen an increased num-

ber of engagement pictures on your Instagram and
Facebook feeds? If the answer is yes, you are probably right! Across the country thousands of cou-

bolizing an unbreakable contract.

The first recorded diamond engagement ring was

engagement ring has grown so popular today that

of gold was permitted only for the nobility, the first

engagement rings were iron and contained no
gemstone. The bethrothal, while solemn, was not
breakable.

By the third century, Rome had converted to

(3 Roses, Chocolate, and a $25 Gift Certificate!)

$99 Pendant
$199 Earrings

Maximillian. The tradition of wearing a diamond
almost all brides receive the combination of gold

and diamonds. The circle of the rings symbolizes a
never-ending relationship and the diamond represents unconquerable love that lasts forever.

So, whether you are getting engaged this engage-

ment season or will at a later time, the tradition of
the diamond engagement ring lives on!

Silver Bolo Bracelet

$49

Reg $69

Reg. $499

Diamond Stud Earrings
Starting at $149

ment ring, now gold, became a wedding ring sym-

engagement symbolized by a ring?

al originated with the Romans. Since the wearing

Free gift with purchase!

porated into the marriage ceremony. The engage-

given in 1477 to Mary of Burgundy by Archduke

The custom of giving a ring at the time of betroth-

$399

Christianity, and the plighting of troth was incor-

ples are getting engaged. In fact, we are in the
thick of what is engagement season. But why is an

$

Silver Diamond
Earrings and Pendant

14 kt Diamond
Pendant

The Tradition of Engagement

149

With a purchase of just

Roses
Chocolate
Dinner
Jewelry

”

14 kt Twogether Ring

$549

Reg. $689

Silver Diamond
and Ruby Earrings and Pendant

$99 Pendant $199 Earrings
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OPINION

Every Valentine’s Day take is bad
It’s simply that hating Valentine’s Day has

By Logan Jones
OPINION EDITOR

never been more “in.”

Valentine’s Day probably isn’t the worst major

stormed the no-mans-land of neutrality and

holiday, but there’s no way it escapes the
bottom three.

What a dismal time of year to celebrate

blossoming love. There are fabulous months in
the calendar year for blossoming — February
isn’t one of them. February is the accidental
continuation of January slapped against a
clumsy mud-soaked precursor to March.

Nature’s drab color palette here in Cache Valley
is about as attractive as the skinned knee you

The “Single Awareness Day” crowd has

forced us shoulder-shruggers into a corner. No
longer can we voice even the slightest annoywhole, without it coming off as bitter resent-

words. All letters may be shortened,

holiday — I don’t particularly want to be

taste, redundancy or volume of simi-

writing this column. But here we are, you
topic best left ignored.

There are plenty of legitimate reasons not to

holiday for prom-bound teens, not an excuse

not for the reason you’re thinking.

Yeah sure mushy couples are annoying, but it’s

not like this is the worst time of year to be

single — try March when the engagements

begin, April when the announcements arrive or
June when the wedding finally takes place.
Consider the July social media blitz from

those in relationships. It’s a training wheels

ness. It’s all bad.

But what gets me isn’t the couples,it isn’t the

flowers and it isn’t the chalky mouth-cancer
that is conversational candy hearts (though

specific individual may be edited or

than a bold declaration of love. Celebrating

Valentine’s Day is a tollbooth you must pass

not printed.

through on the way to an argument-free

weekend in the most miserable month of this
wintry season.

Valentine’s Day is the Lavar Ball of holidays

pointless existence. Do yourself a favor and

the radar of year-round couple-y obnoxious-

individuals. Any letter directed to a

lates on this day is closer to a relationship tax

to school” photos in August, and the furious

on. Face it: Valentine’s Day is hardly a blip on

may not be directed toward any

the rest of the year. Giving flowers and choco-

— the more effort devoted to hating it, the

freshmen dating frenzy of September, and so

Letters must be topic-oriented. They

for your grown-ass boyfriend to ignore romance

couples in their honeymoon phase, the

sickening “take me back” and subsequent “back

lar letters.

forced the issue and now I’m typing away on a

foot on a sidewalk for even a moment isn’t the
distinction belongs to Valentine’s Day, and it’s

or rejected for reasons of good

ment. I don’t want to have a hard stance on the

be psyched about Valentine’s Day, even for

worst part of the worst month of the year. That

Letters should be limited to 400

ance at the holiday, or even the month as a

recently suffered in the Smith’s parking lot.

And yet, somehow, the inability to safely set

Letters to the editor

more difficult it becomes to simply overlook its

No anonymous letters will be published. Writers must sign all letters

ditch the Single Awareness crowd, buy a movie

and include a phone number or

pass and join us adults as we patiently survive

email address, as well as a student

‘til spring.

identification number (none of which

— Logan Jones is a senior majoring in English.

is published).

His valentine returns home from her mission in
two months, so buckle up y’all.

that argument has legs).

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must

G
have a singular representative clearly h
stated, with all necessary identifica- s
tion information.

Letter to the editor: How Facebook killed America

D
t
t
w

The Russians think we are a nation of idiots. I

estimated cost versus the actual cost. You’re

the total experience of the actual trip that

We are supposed to be the land of the free and

be, but seldom ever is. The actual is usually a

and precious moments in time saved, they

D
u
p
f
d

things you don’t see on Facebook or record on

B

think they may have a case.

the home of the brave. We actually used to be
those things ...in the before time. Our free-

doms were hard fought and won because we

were brave and we longed to be free. I’m using

living on the fake high of what could be, might
surprising reality whereas the advertisement or
estimate is a softer, nicer, easier pill to swallow,
like you.

But then, I will admit there are the actual

the term “we” linguistically to mean we as a

benefits of Fakebook. You can show your

of us are not brave, and fearing that many of us

hat. Your foot. You can show friends and

collective nation, knowing full well that many
may indeed be idiots. Maybe me as well.

Today, however, in the now time, we don’t

have to actually be brave or free, or fearless or
cool, or smart or even an idiot if that is your

preference. You don’t have to be anything, you
just have to say it, and you can verify it by

showing it on the social medium of Facebook.
With Facebook, you can present yourself any
way you want.

You can fake it to make it.

So, let’s call it “Fakebook” because you are not

only faking out yourself and your friends, but
they are faking you out as well. And even if

friends your food. Your cat wearing a funny
family that you are having a wonderful time at
Disneyland, because it looks like you actually
are ...and you probably are, actually. It

certainly looks that way from the few seconds
of the the photo or video recording of the

event. But the time you are taking with your

Fakebook and iPhone recording everything, you

may be missing the actual event in the real time
of it. That time actuality is lost forever,

forfeited to the annals of your Fakebook page

...for everyone else to enjoy ...which was your
purpose to begin with.

I think we are witnessing an evolutionary

you are not faking it, you may be showing more

process here in the great scheme of human

the idiot thing comes in, and remember, the

please excuse that ridiculously redundant and

of your cards than you want to. This is where
Russians are watching.

Fakebook gives you the opportunity to present

a rosy, wonderful portrait of your otherwise

mundane, pathetic actual life. It’s kind of like
an estimated or scheduled arrival time versus
the actual arrival time, or an advertised or

events that will go down in history. Umm,

rhetorical last sentence statement, I think it

may even be onomatopoeia. I meant it to be
surreptitiously funny. It’s like Yoga Berra
saying, “It’s like deja-vu all over again.”

Be that as it all may, about the Disneyland

trip, or the trip to Cabo, or Paris, wherever, it’s

counts. Photos and video recordings are fun

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

always have been and always will be, but the
your iPhone are personal moments to be

savored. The nutty cab driver to the airport,
the mis-booked room, the leaky toilet at the

hotel, the car problems, losing your wallet (or
iPhone), kids driving you crazy. A kiss on the

beach at sunset. Those are all for you. Not just

for your memory, but for your psyche, your soul
and spirit. It’s for who you, and you alone, are
in the universe, and who you will be. Share

M
P
right to not print every letter to the
M
editor. But all letters will be puby
lished online.
p
C
B
The Statesman editors reserve the

these moments with your friends if you like, but

H

also savor them for yourself because they won’t
happen again for you to experience and enjoy

in real time, and your Fakebook page ain’t the
same thing.

Facebook is not the real world. It’s a fake

world. You can’t trust it. Or, looking at it from
the other perspective, which isn’t any good

news either, in my opinion, it is the real world.

It’s who you personally, “we” collectively, really

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.

F
R
F
k
S
8

are. Frivolous, foolish, fun-loving Americans at

H

Just remember, the Russians are watching, and

C
o
t

play...and play ..and play.
loose lips sink ships.

— John Kushma is a communication consul-

tant and lives in Logan, Utah.

Letters to the editor are contributions from individuals throughout the Cache Valley community.

Opinions expressed in letters to the editor and other columns are not endorsements by the Utah Statesman staff, but vehicles to promote discussion and constructive thought. It is Statesman policy to print
such contributions so long as they comply with basic journalistic standards of professionalism.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE

Play Sudoku and win pr

.

izes at:

prizesudoku.com

The Sudoku Source of

“The Utah Statesman”.

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*
Keep your own dentist! You can go to any dentist you want
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles – you could get
a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,

exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive

Got an older car, van or suv? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the humane
society. Call 1-800-849-1593

Donate your car, truck or boat to heritage for the blind. Free 3 day vacation,
tax deductible, free towing, all paperwork taken care of. Call 1-800-360-4120

Donate your car for breast cancer! Help
united breast foundation education,
prevention, & support programs. Fast
free pickup - 24 hr response - tax deduction 1-855-507-2691

Building Materials

METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings.
Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4
year low. You get the savings. 17 Colors
prime material, cut to your exact length.
CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS.

Health and Wellness

FDA-Registered Hearing Aids. 100%
Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial. Comfort
Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you decide to
keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per aid. FREE
Shipping. Call Hearing Help Express 1855-708-7910

Help Wanted

Class-A CDL Drivers to haul US Mail
out of Richfield, UT. Must be willing to
team. Full-time and part-time available.

Call 940-726-3276 or apply: www.alanritchey.com EOE M/W/V/D
Miscellaneous
Were you an industrial or construction
tradesman and recently diagnosed with
lung cancer? You and your family may
be entitled to a significant cash award.
Call 1-888-737-1846 for your risk free
consultation.
Dish Network. 190+ Channels. Free
install. Free Hopper HD-DVR. $49.99/
Month (24 months) add high speed internet - $14.95 (Where avail.) Call today
& save 25%! 1-866-360-6959
Enjoy 100% guaranteed, delivered tothe-door Omaha Steaks! Save 75% plus
get 4 more burgers & 4 more kielbasa
free! Order the family gourmet buffet - only $49.99. Call 1-866-406-4429
mention code 51689gff or visit www.
Omahasteaks.Com/cheer92
Inventors - free information package
have your product idea developed affordably by the research & development
pros and presented to manufacturers.
Call 1-877-649-5574 for a free idea
starter guide. Submit your idea for a free
consultation.
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators, just real people like you. Browse
greetings, exchange messages and
connect live. Try it free. Call now: 800359-2796.

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

Or www.dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, NM, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us
for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for
similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096E-0917
MB17-NM008Ec
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FEBRUARY 13 - FEBRUARY 19

02/13 02/14 02/15 02/16 02/17 02/19
Pre-School
Storytime
1:00pm
Logan Library
255 North Main Street
Logan

Ash Wednesday Service
7:00am
St. Jerome Catholic
Newman Center
795 N 800 E Logan

Toddler Time
1:05pm
Logan Library
255 North Main Street
Logan

USU Spring STEM
Fair
9:30am
TSC

Python Workshop
6:00pm
ENGR 307
Tuesday Open Mic
6:30pm, $3
Why Sound
30 Federal Ave Logan

Free Date Rape Drug
Detection Cards
5:00pm
Center for Pregnancy
Choices
Elizabeth Leger
Ecology Seminar
6:00pm
ENGR 106
Songs of the Heart
7:00pm
Logan Tabernacle
USU Women’s
Basketball vs New
Mexico
7:00pm
The Spectrum

Pre-School Storytime
11:00am
Logan Library
255 North Main
Logan

Northern Utah
Marriage Celebration
6:00pm, $40/couple
Weber State University

Banff Centre
“3, 2, 1 Action” Video Mountain Film
Marketing by Rescue Festival
One Studios
7:00pm, $15
11:30am
TSC Ballroom
Rescue One Studios
2350 North Main
Wind Orchestra/
North Logan
Symphonic Band
7:30pm
Elizabeth Leger
FAC Daines Concert
Ecology Seminar
Hall
4:00pm
ENGR 106
Angela Davis
“The Intersection
of the Arts & Social
Justice”
7:00pm
The Spectrum
Fry Street Quartet
7:30pm
Caine College of the
Arts

Family Art Day
11:00am
Merrill-Cazier Library

Meditation
12:30pm
ARC 305

Sweetheart Snowshoe
10:00am
Stokes Nature Center
2696 E. Highway 89
Logan

CHESS CLUB
4:00pm
Hyrum Library

USU Mens Basketball
vs Nevada
7:00pm
The Spectrum

The Human
Microbiome
5:00pm
Alleman’s Health and
Wellness
561 North Main Street
Logan

President’s Day!

